
00:34:58 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Fantastic study Vincent - thank you for sharing!! 

00:35:31 Wyatt Fellows: 1919 was waning 

00:35:34 Rita Perea: Wonderful presentation! Thank you, Vincent! 

00:36:19 Danica Cordell-Reeh: thank you fascinating 

00:36:20 Lian Handaja: Thank you, Vincent 

00:37:02 Dian Brown: Thank you Vincent. So inspiring! 

00:42:25 Maya Bothe: very interesting Vinvent 

00:42:37 Maya Bothe: Vincent 

00:42:54 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you Vincent super study!!! 

00:43:04 Vincent Wang: my pleasure 

00:43:28 Matthieu Kaiser: many thanks Vincent 

00:43:41 Yating Hu: Amazing study, thank you for sharing Vincent! 

00:44:11 Vincent Wang: I will put in on facebook for sharing 

00:44:32 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Are we not doing lesson 12? 

00:45:02 Matthieu Kaiser: correct Pouyan 

00:59:44 Danica Cordell-Reeh: higher in price however how much did the purchasing power of 

the dollar decline in that time frame so is it an overall negative or positive 

01:30:19 Vincent Wang: i get a Very bearish on the week of 18 Apr on the dow, then it went 

down 

01:30:57 Vincent Wang: Very bullish and Very bearish rarely coes 

01:31:03 Vincent Wang: comes 

01:32:28 Vincent Wang: i begin to appreciate it. 

01:37:53 Wyatt Fellows: 3-8 day 

01:38:42 Ibrahim Koné: Ray the Down made a low in the 4 week on July 14th I thought it was 

the first MB? 

01:38:55 Wyatt Fellows: got the 15 dma there too 

01:44:58 Ibrahim Koné: I would be interested to take Ray's view on the ETH asking this because 

Crypto has been leading the market if you are expecting equities to rally for few months when crypto is 

making a HPB or could this be an early PB? 

01:46:56 adam childs: Would \Jupiter in Taurus create a live cattle boom 



01:47:22 Gianni Di Poce: Good point Adam. That makes goo sense 

01:48:41 adam childs: yes thank you Wyatt that was awesome 

01:49:13 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: yes, thanks Wyatt!! Good information to have 

01:49:49 Wyatt Fellows: your in Australia right adam? 

01:50:06 Maya Bothe: cool Watt      

01:50:10 Maya Bothe: Wyatt 

01:50:21 adam childs: UK :-) 

01:51:48 Wyatt Fellows: aaahhh ok...Australia just went trough the cattle cycle I think we are 

gonna see in the US the next few years...the price of cattle went up 4fold in Australia 

01:52:08 Matthieu Kaiser: in the US stocks, how long does a rally in the 23m cycle last at 

least? 

01:52:17 adam childs: I see 

01:53:41 Ibrahim Koné: This also what I am looking for      

01:54:26 adam childs: Is it possible as it market cap increases the prices may retrace slightly 

less 

01:55:04 adam childs: that is in Bitcoin 

01:55:18 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you 

01:58:23 Lian Handaja: Ray, you mentioned that the market would rally the next 2-6 mo, made 

high under Sat Ur square, and then we are entering the bear market? Am I understanding that correctly? 

01:58:44 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Gianni, but aren't we in a bearish Primary Cycle? Would the 

next PB not be below the MBs? 

01:58:54 Gianni Di Poce: Ys, that is what I am thinking ian. 

01:58:55 Wyatt Fellows: just typing that pouyan 

01:59:26 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Got it - thank you 

01:59:35 Lian Handaja: Thank you. 

02:00:21 Wyatt Fellows: t-note rally would be good for gold wouldn't it? 

02:01:12 Abhishek Singh: Ray what about the “boom & bust” which you suggested sometimes 

back. Are we still looking for bottoms on long term basis in stock markets sometime post 2025/2026 

02:01:56 Gianni Di Poce: Yes. High by end of this year, low 2025-2029 basis Lunar Node studies. 

02:02:15 Abhishek Singh: Thank you Ray 

02:02:23 Maya Bothe: just had a quick look at BTC: equal leg for an ABC would be 12117.3 



02:02:40 Martha Geiger: Looking ahead long term- are we looking for a 90 year low sometime in 

the next several years? 

02:03:32 adam childs: And there is a lot of debt 

02:06:42 Maya Bothe: Gianni, yes me too. Very 

02:07:14 Matthieu Kaiser: Nancy Pelosi to pay a visit to her counterparts in Taiwan soon 

02:07:32 adam childs: Gosh I am not sure how they would protect the Euro with the 

economies would  npt cope with higher interest rates 

02:07:34 Matthieu Kaiser: China demanded the US stopped their arm sales to Taiwan 

02:08:49 Martha Geiger: Matthieu  how has the US responded-I haven't heard this 

02:09:12 Matthieu Kaiser: don't know 

02:10:00 Matthieu Kaiser: I would be surprised the US abides by this demand 

02:10:36 adam childs: Could it be about some countries are starting to dedollarize 

02:11:05 adam childs: not sure if that is a word 

02:11:05 Eleonore Charrez: or could it be that Italy leaves the EUR ? 

02:11:15 Maya Bothe: German politicians just claimed that TPI is illegal and that they don`t 

want to accept this 

02:11:16 Matthieu Kaiser: Mars-Uranus-MN will be square his conjunction Saturn-Pluto 

next week 

02:11:29 Matthieu Kaiser: Saturn rules his ascendant 

02:11:43 Daniel Ineichen:I think the time the EUR issues EUR backed debt, the currency will 

Rebound strongly 

02:12:02 Daniel Ineichen:It would be almost impossible to remove countries from the EUR 

02:12:12 Matthieu Kaiser: it will be opposite to his Jupiter which is in the 10th house 

02:12:48 Eleonore Charrez: And I think Italians never liked having the euro 

02:13:30 adam childs: A lot of the southern states don't like the Euro 

02:13:46 Matthieu Kaiser: Saturn is currently squaring hie Jupiter 

02:13:51 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: same thing happening to Borris Johnson's chart 

02:14:02 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: he has Jupiter 15Tau 

02:14:20 Pouyan Zolfagharnia:      

02:14:21 adam childs: Gosh that is interesting 



02:14:34 Ibrahim Koné: back then with Greece the fear was that Spain and/or Italy decide to 

leave the euro zone (meaning go back to their sovereign currency ) ironically this is what Draghi was 

fighting at the ECB :-) 

02:14:36 Danica Cordell-Reeh: is part of the issue that europe made one currency however did 

not consolidate the debt when the Euro created 

02:15:23 Eleonore Charrez: well Draghi was part of asset swaps to reduce Greece and Italy 

debt and get bboth countires into the euro 

02:15:41 Matthieu Kaiser: well spotted Eleonore 

02:15:53 Ibrahim Koné: rise and fall :-) 

02:18:17 Vito Mijal-Pasa: what it makes one more high Ray ? how would you interpret that 

02:19:00 adam childs: would this  lower rates and bounce in gold also be bullish for silver 

02:20:48 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Is gold considered a commodity as to long term trend  versus LT 

Stocks 

02:21:31 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Thats my Bias due to secondary high  s nature 

02:21:59 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Secondary high Expanded ABC 

02:25:20 Martha Geiger: which silver symbol do you use 

02:26:28 adam childs: Yes that would be great 

02:26:33 Rita Perea: Yes, please :) 

02:26:34 Dian Brown: Yes 

02:26:35 Danica Cordell-Reeh: yes 

02:26:35 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Ray your $ 50 + is on the cards still for sure 

02:26:36 Yating Hu: Yes 

02:26:36 Eleonore Charrez: august 1st is the swiss national holiday… no, I'll be eating 

saussages and drinking wine 

02:26:37 Diane West: yes 

02:27:11 Ibrahim Koné: same here in CH but I will review later :-) 

02:27:16 Abhishek Singh: Thanks Gianni & Ray 

02:27:17 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:27:17 Yating Hu: Thank you! 

02:27:19 Rita Perea: Thank you!!1 

02:27:19 Diane West: thank you 



02:27:20 Daniel Ineichen:thank you 

02:27:21 Matthieu Kaiser: Many thanks to both of you 

02:27:21 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: thank you 

02:27:22 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you everyone!! 

02:27:25 Maya Bothe: bye 


